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FS1
This week we will continue to focus on our ‘Nursery Rhyme Challenge’, practising the
actions to ‘The Grand Old Duke of York’ and ‘I’m a Little Teapot’. You could encourage
your children to show you what they know so far and practise at home. We will be
making ‘Rice Krispie Pumpkin Treats” using skills of mixing, scooping and moulding.
Maths
Our Maths focus this week is looking at numbers to 10, matching numeral and quantity
and comparing two groups of objects. You could encourage your children to notice
numerals in the environment and practise their counting skills at home. These
observations can be added to Tapestry.
Phonics
In Phonics we will be consolidating our work on Phase 1, aspect 1 phonic skills
‘environmental sounds’. This will involve guessing sounds in the box, exploring making our
own sounds and playing listening games on the computer. We will continue to recite and
act out our nursery rhymes.

FS2

Topic
Our book of the week this week is Room on the Broom. We will be telling the story and
practising retelling it from memory. We will be having a go at writing words and caption
from the story.
Maths
In maths we are watching the Number Blocks tell the story of the Three little Pigs and
the Big Bad Square! We will be looking at different representations of 1, 2 and 3
including a 1p, 2p, £1 and a £2 coin. It would be great if you could reinforce this at
home by finding or making the numbers 1, 2 and 3 in different contexts including using
coins. We would love to see photographs of this on Tapestry.
Phonics and writing
In Phonics we will be learning the new letter sounds u, r, h and b. We will be practising
writing words and captions using these letters and the letters learnt so far. We will be
sending home a sheet showing you how we form the cursive letters so that you can
practise writing words at home. You can also log on to Letter Join to practise also. The
website is letterjoin.co.uk. The log in is: lj7181 and the password is: home.

Enjoy the half term! If you practise any learning with your child over half term we
would love to see photographs and a little note about it on Tapestry.
Thank you for your support.
FS Team

